Some homogeneous materials exhibit highly ordered evaporation. Fig. 1 shows a single crystal, pure nickel, field-desorption map where the poles can be easily identified and the atomic planes are readily apparent in the reconstruction. For these types of systems, the crystallography serves as an internal calibration standard for constraining the reconstruction parameters [5] . A spatial distribution map (SDM) can be calculated to extract atomic-spacing information for feedback to the reconstruction to promote high accuracy [6] .
There are homogeneous materials where no short-range order or crystallographic features are observed for use as internal calibration standards. Fig. 2 shows reconstruction of a zircon APT analysis. SEM measurements of the APT tip before and after analysis are required to provide information (analysis depth, final tip radius, shank evolution, sphere-to-cone ratio) to promote accurate reconstruction.
Finally, there are material systems where the single point-projection approach obviously fails to accurately reconstruct all the known features simultaneously. Fig. 3 shows the reconstruction for a multi-layer LED quantum-well device structure where each layer is known to be flat and parallel to its neighbors. It is not possible to choose a single set of reconstruction parameters that provides accurate reconstruction for the entire analysis volume. Some post-reconstruction corrections exist to reposition atoms and improve accuracy. Fig. 3 highlights the Landmark Reconstruction approach (similar to [7] ). Chemical interfaces are identified and the positions then scaled to force the interfaces to become flat. These scaled positions are then propagated through the entire depth of the reconstruction. 
